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"AGPS: 134 PLA Victims Including 37 Died since the 

Beginning of 2015" 

 
PLA Victims Funeral at Jaramana Camp 

 

 Heavy Shelling Targets Yarmouk amid Clashes at its Vicinity 

 Aknaf Brigades Announce the Start of " On Right We Insist" 

Operation in Yarmouk 

 The Syrian Army Targets the Adjacent Farms of Khan Al Shieh Camp 

 The Residents of Jaramana and Al SayedaZainab Camps funeral the 

PLA Victims 
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Mohammed Shihab Al Hamad 

The Action Group for Palestinians  of Syria 

The AGPS monitoring and documentation team announced that it 

documented the names of 134 PLA victims who died since the beginning 

of the ongoing war in Syria, most of them died due to the military action 

in Damascus. 

The group revealed that 37 PLA victims died since the beginning of 2015, 

including 4 members died in January 2015. They are: "Muhannad 

Mohammed Fares," "Abdul LatifGhazzawiSaed," "Muhammad Waseem 

Al-Shibli“and " Ziad Ahmed Ahmed." 

 (18) victims died  in last February; they are:" Mahmoud al-Khatib, "" 

Ahmed Mohammed Karim, "" Mohammed Saif Al Din, " " HossamSweid, 

" " Khalid Ibrahim, " Corporal recruiter "Abdullah Faisal Hijo", "Ayman 

Mahmoud Mohammed," Mohamed Mahmoud Al-Saeedi "," Ammar 

Ahmed Ahmed, "" Basil Mahmoud Abdullah "," Hossam Ahmed Daya "," 

"NasreddinSgerieg", "Jamil 

Mohammed "," Esmat Ismail "," 

YazanRamez al-Dabbagh, "" Mahmoud 

Hazem Abu Jarbou, " " Khaldoun Al 

Nader," and  "HammoudImad Musa." 

Meanwhile,  (15) PLA members died 

since the beginning of April 2015, 

including (13); they are: First 

Lieutenant, "Mohamed Khaled Al 

Akras," Sergeant, "Khaled Al Lafi," "Sergeant" Mahmoud Omar Merei, " 

" MajdYousef," " Mohammed Shihab Al Hamad," "Mohammed AL 
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Samra," "Mohammed al-Nuaimi," "Mohammed Fayyad," and 

"Muhammad Al kouri." Those victims died during the fighting between 

the regular army and ISIS groups at Sowiadaa province suburb southern 

Syria. 

Moreover, the AGPS received messages and calls by a number of 

activists and families of the victims and recruits and those who are 

obliged to perform military service to appeal the PLA General Staff, the 

PLO and concerned parties not pushing their sons in the conflict in Syria, 

not to send them to areas of tension, and to stop the Palestinian youth 

bloodshed.  

It was mentioned that the Palestinian refugees in Syria are obligated to 

the PLA military service and any one refuses will be vulnerable to 

prosecution and imprisonment, forcing many young people who refuse to 

perform military service during the war in Syria to leave and travel to 

neighboring countries. 

 

Recent Updates in the Yarmouk Camp  

The Yarmouk camp for Palestinian Refugees in southern of Damascus 

was targeted with violent bombings, the AGPS correspondent reported 

that Aknaf Bait Al Maqdis started an attack on the ISIS groups through 

Salah Al Dein mosque crossing. 

Violent clashes broke out in Al Zain neighborhood and Birout street 

south of the camp between Sham Al Rasoul, AbabeelArmy, Al Islam Army 

and Aknaf Bait Al Maqdis against ISIS and Al Nusra Street. Aknaf Bait Al 
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The UNRWA Commissioner visit to the 

displaced Shelter centers  

Maqdis declared earlier the start of the operation of “On Right We 

Insist" to drive ISIS out of the camp. 

On the other side, the bad living situation of the besieged people of 

Yarmouk camp is increasing specially with the stop of food and medical 

aid distribution and the continuous bombing, siege and the prevention of 

the entry of medical aid and materials by the PFGC and the Regular 

Army. 

On the other side, yesterday, the Yarmouk camp witnessed the return of 

children students to their schools though the living crises and the security 

situation that he camp suffers of. 

UNRWA Commissioner-General Pierre Krahenbuhl visited the displaced 

people of Yarmouk in one of 

Shelter centers after he 

reached Damascus to discuss 

the Yarmouk crises. Sahem 

and Yeldatowns, which 

surround the Yarmouk 

Camp, witnessed food aid 

distribution on the displaced 

residents of Yarmouk camp. 

 

Khan Al Sheih Camp 

The Syrian Army Artillery in Tal Al Kabusseyya location targeted the 

surrounding farms of Khan Al Sheih with a number of shells, moreover, 
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the Syrian Army force number 137 targeted Zakia road in Khan Al Sheih 

with a number of bursts. The bombing comes in the time of cruel living 

situation that the residents live in due to the shortage of the health 

services and the high cost of living and the difficulty of transportations 

from and to the camp, in addition to the continuation of the cut of all 

roads that connect the camp with the adjacent areas except Zakia –Khan 

Al Sheih road. 

 
The surrounding farms of Khan Al Sheih 

Jaramana Camp and Al SayedaZainab Camp 

The residents of Jaramana camp mourned the lieutenant Mohammed Al 

Akhras , sergeant Jehad Mohammed , Marwan Khnefes and Mohamed 

Naemi from the PLA. The resdiendts of Al SayedaZainab camp mourned 

three residents Khalid DeebAllafi, Ahmed Nouh Mohammed and 

MajdHasanYousif, it is mentioned that they were killed during their 

participation in the ongoing battles between the Regular Army and ISIS 

in the suburb of Al Swaida governorate southern of Syria. 
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Civil Work Committees 

The Medical Department at Palestine Charity Commission returned back 

to work in the besieged Yarmouk Camp and received some patients form 

the besieged residents in the camp after fixing the clinics due to bombing 

with missiles. It is mentioned that the Palestine hospital which is  the only 

one in the Camp, was exposed to bombing by the Syrian Army earlier and 

caused mass damages in the medical devices and building, the volunteers 

are fixing and maintaining the malfunctions of the hospital. The camp 

suffers of a severe shortage of medicine and medical materials inside the 

camp due to the strict siege for more than two years. 

The Palestine Charity Commission continues to fill the drinking water to 

the besieged Yarmoukresidents in light of the continuation of the water 

cut by Syrian Army for about 215 days respectively. It is referred that the 

siege on the Yarmok camp is imposed by the Regular Army for 645 days 

and led to the aid cut and the prevention of interring medical materials. 

 
The Medical Department at Palestine Charity Commission 
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Numbers and Statistics till 12/4/2015 

 At least 27933 Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached Europe 

during the last 4 years. 

 The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC, continued for 645 days respectively. In addition, power 

cuts continued for more than 725 days, water was cut for 215 days 

respectively. The number of victims due to the siege has reached to 

174 victims.  

 80,000 Palestinian Syrian refugees escaped from Syria to the 

neighboring towns, including 10,687 refugees in Jordan, 51,300 in 

Lebanon and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, according to UNRWA 

statistics till February 2015. 

 Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the 

residents of the camp to return back to their houses for 546 days 

respectively. 

 Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 516 days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 718 days after 

the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 362 days without water and 70% 

of its buildings were demolished. 

 Jermana, AL SaiedaZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quiet   situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road.  


